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INTRODUCTION TO THE SERIES
FOCUS is a series designed for on-level readers who need
repeated practice, for struggling readers, and for English-language
learners (ELL). This reading-strategy series provides practice for
students who are reading at 1.0–8.9 reading levels. FOCUS centers
on brief instruction and concentrated practice with targeted
reading strategies. The series focuses on the higher-order reading
strategies with which struggling readers need extensive practice.
The selections in the series span curriculum content areas. Each
student book has twenty reading selections with which students
can practice a specific reading strategy. Each selection is followed
by comprehension questions that require students to apply the
focused reading strategy. In addition, students can further their
comprehension experience by responding to a constructedresponse question that also follows the selection.
The design of the reading selections and the comprehension
questions is based on research from several areas. FOCUS is
supported by current research regarding reading instruction of
English-language readers and struggling readers.

HOW IS FOCUS SUPPORTED BY RESEARCH ON
STRUGGLING READERS, INCLUDING ENGLISHLANGUAGE LEARNERS?
Much of the research on effective instruction for struggling
readers parallels the National Reading Panel instructional
recommendations. Practice in activating prior knowledge, selfmonitoring, and the use of graphic elements (Siegel, 2001)
are also supported by research-based recommendations for
struggling readers. FOCUS also includes additional research-based
instructional strategies for struggling readers. Researchers have
shown that struggling readers have need a for extensive practice
with reading strategies. “Almost 40 percent of fourth graders read
below the basic level” (Burns, Griffin, & Snow, 2005).
Why are English-language learners considered struggling
readers? National test results explain why: “Students as Englishproficient children in the second generation and beyond, score
significantly lower in reading than other students.
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SKILL RANGES OF STRUGGLING AND EFFECTIVE READERS

T

T

Comprehension
Vocabulary
Fluency
Word Identification

(Dickson, 2005)

Learn About
Recognising Cause and Effect

Cause and effect tells what happens and why it happens.
Why something happens is the cause. It is the reason that
something happens.
What happens is the effect. The effect happens because of
the cause. It is a result of the cause.

Read this paragraph to find out what happened to the early
settlers and why.
In 1793, the early settlers left
England. They sailed across the
sea to Australia. They were the
first settlers from Europe to live
in Australia. They needed
to build homes there. But the
early settlers had no bricks to
build their homes. So they built
their homes out of wood.

Cause (Why?)

Effect (What?)

The early settlers had
no bricks to build
their homes.
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They built their homes out
of wood.
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Researchers have proven
that struggling students
succeed with tightly
written, well-organized
instructional text.

MEMBER
E
R
Why something happens is
the cause. What happens is
the effect.

The Remember box is
a point of reference for
students as they attend to
each lesson.

X
X
X
X

Narrow
Undeveloped
Disjointed
Limited

T
X
X
X
X

Expansive
Proficient
Effortless
Automatic

While ELL students face obvious challenges to improve their
reading scores, research-based teaching instructions are available.
“[W]ith allowances for the language issues themselves, effective
reading instruction for English language learners may be similar
to effective instruction for English-proficient children, whether the
ELLs are first taught in their native language or in English” (Slavin &
Cheung, 2003, p. 30).
FOCUS is a program that is comprehensive in its use of effective
learning and teaching strategies for on-level and struggling readers.
Explicit Instruction
Scaffolded Instruction
Previewing
Graphic Organisers

Extensive Reading and Genre
Exposure
Cooperative Learning
Clue Word Instruction

Explicit Instruction

FOCUS uses explicit instruction in the teaching of the reading
strategies. The explicit instruction occurs in the Learn About section
and the Lesson Preview section of each book. Researchers MansetWilliamson and Nelson (2005) explain, “. . . explicit instruction
involves the overt, teacher-directed instruction of strategies,
including direct explanation, modeling, and guided practice in
the application of strategies” (p. 62). “The explicitness with which
teachers teach comprehension strategies makes a difference in
learner outcomes, especially for low-achieving students (modeling
and careful scaffolding is key)” (Abadiano & Turner, 2003, p. 76).
Through the Lesson Preview section, students receive explicit
instruction consisting of a definition, a short example passage, clue
words if appropriate, and a usage rule for the reading strategy.
Additionally, FOCUS is a perfect vehicle for struggling readers
because it does not overwhelm students with the presentation of
information. “[B]rief, well-organized, tightly written texts are used to
introduce the strategy, because readers are more capable of using
the strategy initially with ‘small segments of well-organized text that
contain explicit ideas and relations’ ” (Paris, Wasik, & Turner, 1996,
p. 615). In the Learn About section, students initially experience
the reading strategy in a short paragraph, usually three to seven
sentences long. The Remember box is a text feature that provides
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L e s so n 7

Read this story about Tim. He has a lot of
people telling him what to do. As you read,
think about what happens and why. Look
for clue words.

Too Many Mothers
Tim sat straight up in bed. “This is
it!” he hooted. “Today is the first day
of summer holidays, and I’m free for six
weeks!”
When Tim came down for breakfast,
he discovered that his mother had already
left for work. She’d also left him a list
of tasks to complete that morning. Tim
sighed because now he couldn’t meet his
friends until noon.
Tim was getting ready to eat some
leftover pizza for breakfast when he heard his grandmother say, “Timoti Piri
Maninga! Pizza is no kind of breakfast for a growing boy. Sit! I will make you a
real breakfast.” And with that, she snatched the pizza from the table. Tim sank
low in his chair.
Tim’s sister wheeled herself into the kitchen. “Tim,” announced Rata, “you
shouldn’t sit like that. It’s bad for your back. Sit up straight!”
Tim straightened up a bit. After breakfast, Gran asked Tim to run to the shops
for some bread. Tim then glanced at his mother’s list in alarm. He got on his
bike and pedalled madly towards the shop.
On the way, Tim passed his Aunt Mira, who was sweeping the area around her
doorway. “Tim,” she called, “could you help me out? Our washer is broken, so
your uncle is at the laundry around the corner. I’ve got another bag of clothes.
Could you drop it to him on your way? He’ll know what to do.”
So Tim grabbed the bag, darted into the laundry, gave the bag to his uncle,
raced back to the shop, picked up the bread, and sped home.
When he arrived at his front steps, Tim saw his friend Ray waiting for him.
Tim gave Ray an account of the things he had to do for his family. “Everyone
tells me what to do!” he exclaimed. “I have too many mothers!”
Ray just shook his head and said, “I’d love a big family like yours!”
That made Tim think about all the fun times he’d had with his family. “They
are pretty great, I guess,” Tim agreed. “Do you want to help me with my mum’s
list so we can play footy sooner?”
“Sure,” Ray said. “Did your grandmother make any biscuits today?”
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Students have the
opportunity to read 960
passages throughout the
FOCUS series.

a point of reference for students to use while attending to lessons.
The Remember box is consistently placed in each book of the
series. Struggling or novice readers usually skip or gloss over text
features, which are valuable comprehension tools. With repeated
exposure and external prompting by the teacher, students learn to
pay attention to text features.
Extensive Reading and Genre Exposure

Throughout the FOCUS series, students have the opportunity
to read 960 reading selections, which include both nonfiction and
fiction genres. In FOCUS, students, especially in the early grades,
are exposed to genres that they typically don’t encounter. “When
students reach the fourth grade, they are generally expected to
begin to read, comprehend, and write informational text, often
with no regard for the fact that their primary grade experiences
likely included little or no exposure to such texts (Duke, 2000;
Christie, 1987)” (Tower, 2003, p. 15). The practice of reading fiction
and nonfiction genres and their related text structure benefits
students’ comprehension. “Introducing young readers to a variety
of texts prepares them to deal with more complex texts (and
complex issues) in the future (Fisher, Flood, & Lapp, 1999; Snow
et al., 1998)” (Barton & Sawyer, 2003, p. 2). “Looking for and
using text structure helps students to study and think more deeply
about ideas encountered during reading” (Vacca & Vacca, 2005,
p. 391). Repeated practice with each genre and its text structure
ensures that students will internalize the genre’s characteristics. As
students become more proficient in comprehending a genre and
text structure, they also become more fluent readers. “Schools also
need to be aware that text availability, in a variety of genres and on
a variety of reading levels, is essential to meeting students’ varied
needs” (Ash, 2002).
Scaffolded Instruction

Independant

Guided

Modeled

Scaffolded
Instruction

Scaffolded instruction benefits all students, including ELL
students. The instructional goal in any curriculum classroom is
to develop independent learners. “Yet, many students in today’s
diverse classrooms have trouble handling the conceptual demands
inherent in text material when left to their own devices to learn . .
. In a nutshell, instructional scaffolding allows teachers to support
students’ efforts to make sense of texts while showing them how to
use strategies that will, over time, lead to independent learning”
(Vacca & Vacca, 2005, p. 25). Scaffolded instruction is the basic
organizational framework of the FOCUS series.

© 2009 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Modeled Instruction and Guided Practice
Look at the answer choices for each question.
Read why each answer choice is correct
or not correct.

1. Why did the nobleman escape to
Sherwood Forest?

2. Robin Hood became known as
“The Prince of Thieves” because

훽 He thought it would be warmer

훽 he was friends with the Sheriff of

there.

Nottingham.

This answer is not correct because
the passage never tells that the
nobleman thought the forest
would be warm.

This answer is not correct because
the sheriff pillaged Robin Hood’s
home – not something a friend does.
훾 he hid in a forest.

● He was unwilling to pay the
ridiculous taxes.

This answer is not correct because
this is how Robin Hood lived, not
how he got his special name.

This answer is correct because the
first paragraph of the passage
states that this is why he
escaped his village.

● he stole from the rich and gave to
the poor.
This answer is correct because the
passage states this in the final
paragraph.

훿 That is where his family lived.

This answer is not correct because
the passage never tells about the
nobleman’s family.

 he fought battles.

This answer is not correct because
while Robin Hood did fight battles,
this is not the reason people called
him by his special name.

 He wanted to visit the merry men.

This answer is not correct because
the passage states the other men
only went to the forest when the
nobleman did.

© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Modeled and guided
practice are hallmarks
of effective teaching
strategies for struggling
students.

ELL students gain
motivation, confidence,
and experience in hearing
and speaking English
among peers.

According to Ash (2002) and Flood & Lapp (1990), modeled
instruction and guided reading are effective teaching strategies for
struggling students. Students who need extensive teacher support
benefit from the teacher-directed Learn About section and the
Lesson Preview section. In the Lesson Preview section, students learn
how to progress through the lesson by one of a variety of methods:
teacher-directed, small group, or one-on-one discourse with a
teacher or student. Teachers may employ a think-aloud strategy as a
means of aiding struggling readers. “In think-alouds, teachers make
their thinking explicit by verbalizing their thoughts while reading
orally” (Vacca & Vacca, 2005, p. 83). Students then experience textguided instruction as they respond to the reading-strategy questions
that follow the reading selection. This guided practice provides
experience with the strategy and gives students a feeling of control
over the strategy before they work with a group or independently.
As an offshoot of the think-aloud reading strategy, guided practice
also makes explicit the reasoning of each answer choice.
Another form of guided practice is the use of cooperative
learning, including paired and group work. “English language
learners have been found to benefit from instruction in
comprehensive reform programs using systematic phonics, oneto-one or small group tutoring programs, cooperative learning
programs, and programs emphasizing extensive reading” (Slavin
& Cheung, 2003, p. 2). “Because of the potential value of
collaborative student interactions, we underscore the invaluable
contribution of cooperative learning in diverse classrooms” (Vacca
& Vacca, 2005, p. 150). In FOCUS, students are encouraged
to work independently at first as they read and answer the
questions. Students then meet with partners, or in a small group
or a large group of students to discuss their responses. This
engagement with peers stimulates learning through multiple
senses (speaking, listening, reading, writing), which is a necessity
when accommodating the multiple learning styles that exist in a
classroom.
Independent Practice

With twenty selections through which to practice a reading
strategy, students become independent learners during the course
of completing a book. With the help of self-regulation, students
will recognize when they have mastered a strategy and then move
to a higher reading level of the same strategy or to a different
strategy. “Practice gives children opportunities to evaluate their
own performances, make corrections, and increase skills” (Morrow,
2003, p. 861). Scaffolded instruction of each reading strategy in the
FOCUS series provides one of the most effective ways for students
to learn and practice the reading strategies.
6 | Supporting Research • Focus on Reading • CAT025
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Lesson Preview

Previewing
Read this sample passage about
Robin Hood. As you read, think
about the things that happen and
why they happen. Look for clue
words.

– The Legend of Robin Hood –
Long ago, an English nobleman returned
home from a battle to find his home pillaged by
the Sheriff of Nottingham and his land claimed
by greedy law officials. Unable or unwilling to
pay the ridiculous taxes the law officials said he
owed, the nobleman escaped his village and,
along with a number of other outlawed men,
lived in a hide-out in a nearby forest – Sherwood
Forest.
Known as Robin Hood, this deprived
nobleman was outraged by the actions of the
sheriff and the officials so decided, with his
merry outlawed men, to take a stand against
them. Robin Hood began stealing food, money
and other goods from the greedy law-makers
and sharing it out amongst the poor people of
Nottingham. For these deeds, Robin Hood has
been remembered in legend as “The Prince of
Thieves”.

2. Robin Hood became known as “The
Prince of Thieves” because

1. Why did the nobleman escape to
Sherwood Forest?
훽 He thought it would be warmer

훽 he was friends with the Sheriff of

there.

Nottingham.

훾 He was unwilling to pay the

훾 he lived in a forest.
훿 he stole from the rich and gave to

ridiculous taxes.
훿 That is where his family lived.
 He wanted to visit the merry men.

Recognising Cause and Effect Book C CA10163

the poor.
 he fought battles.

4

Each FOCUS book previews its targeted reading strategy
before students begin to work independently. “Students who
listen to the previews before reading the text often significantly
outperform students who do not have previews on several measures
of comprehension (Cheney, 1990; Mastropieri, Leinart, & Scruggs,
1999). Previewing is also an effective reading and comprehension
strategy for use with English language learners (Chen & Graves,
1998)” (Flood, Lapp, & Fisher, 2003, p. 963).

© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education

Each FOCUS student book begins with a preview of the targeted
reading strategy. Here, teachers model expected responses.
This Lesson Preview section also provides guided practice, which
demonstrates the thinking process for answering the two selectedresponse questions. Additionally, teachers may model the previews
of each lesson’s content by reading aloud from the direction box.
This direction box in each student book lesson gives students a
reading-strategy reminder.
Clue Word Instruction
Clue words can signal
cause and effect. Here are
some cause-effect clue
words: so, so that, since,
because, if, reason, and as
a result.

Clue words help students
process the organisation
of text.

Clue word instruction is a valuable learning tool for students
of all abilities. Clue words help students process the organization
of a text. “Important text elements [clue words] are learned and
remembered better because of the additional attention they
receive” (Spires, 1992, p. 308). “Ideas marked by . . . the occurrence
of signal words and phrases are processed longer and recalled
better than unsignaled information” (Goldman & Rakestraw,
2000, p. 317). Being able to recognize clue words helps students
recognize abstract text patterns. “Authors often showcase text
patterns by giving readers clues or signals to help them figure out
the structure being used. . . . A signal may be a word or a phrase
that helps the reader follow the writer’s thoughts” (Vacca & Vacca,
2005, p. 398). The following works provide clue word instructions:
Focus on Understanding Sequence, Recognizing Cause and Effect,
and Comparing and Contrasting. This information appears in the
Learn About section of each of these book. Students are given a list
of clue words, which they will see in context in the lessons. Explicit
and direct instruction of clue words will promote students’ abilities
to achieve mastery of the particular reading strategy.

© 2009 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Graphic Organizers

Cause (Why?)
The Pilgrims had no
bricks to build their
homes.



Effect (What?)
They built their homes
out of wood.

Graphic organizers
aid in comprehension
because they are
concrete, memorable
representations of
abstract thinking
processes.

Another means of identifying text structures, and therefore
comprehending the reading strategy that students should use to
comprehend that text structure, is the use of graphic organizers.
Graphic organizers can be used to visually present the pattern of
information in a text. This pattern of information reflects the text
structure of a selection. “Visual structures are powerful tools for
comprehension instruction because they offer concrete, memorable
representations of abstract thinking processes (Alvermann &
Boothby, 1986; Calfee & Patrick, 1995; Norton, 1992)” (Barton &
Sawyer, 2003).
Each FOCUS book provides a graphic organizer that represents
the text structure specific to the targeted reading strategy. Graphic
organizers are helpful because they “. . . are visual and spatial
displays designed to facilitate the teaching and learning of textual
material through the ‘use of lines, arrows, and a spatial arrangement
that describe text content, structure, and key conceptual
relationships’ ” (Darch & Eaves, 1986, p. 310). They can be used to
illuminate the reading strategy for the students.












Making Predictions

Drawing Conclusions
and Making Inferences


























Comparing and
Contrasting









Recognising Cause
and Effect

























Understanding
Sequence

Reading Strategy

Understanding Main
Idea and Details

Book A
Book B
Book C
Book D
Book E
Book F
Book G
Book H
(1.0–1.9) (2.0–2.9) (3.0–3.9) (4.0–4.9) (5.0–5.9) (6.0–6.9) (7.0–7.9) (8.0–8.9)

WHY ARE THESE READING STRATEGIES IMPORTANT
FOR READING COMPREHENSION?

“When students are shown
how to see relationships
among concepts and bits of
essential information, they
are in a better position to
respond to meaning and
to distinguish important
from less important ideas”

(Vacca & Vacca, 2005,
p. 393).

FOCUS provides practice with reading strategies because
these strategies are the core reading tools that students need
in order to make sense of what they are reading. “. . . [M]
any students have demonstrated difficulties with skills that are
central to reading comprehension (i.e., identifying main topics,
significant supporting information, and relations between a text’s
main topics” (Seidenberg, 1989). The reading strategies or the
skills involved in the reading strategies of Understanding Main
Idea and Details, Understanding Sequence, Recognizing Cause
and Effect, Comparing and Contrasting, Making Predictions, and
Drawing Conclusions and Making Inferences may be difficult for
some students to master because the thinking processes involved
in applying the strategies are abstract in nature. These reading
strategies represent the unseen text structure of a reading passage.
“When students are shown how to see relationships among
concepts and bits of essential information, they are in a better
position to respond to meaning and to distinguish important
from less important ideas” (Vacca & Vacca, 2005, p. 393). FOCUS
instructs and reinforces the text structures that students encounter
in and outside of school.

8 | Supporting Research • Focus on Reading • CAT025
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Literal

Abstract

READING STRATEGY TIPS FOR THE TEACHER
The clue word so signals an effect: the early settlers
built their homes out of wood.

Learn About
Recognising Cause and Effect

Cause and effect tells what happens and why it happens.
Why something happens is the cause. It is the reason that
something happens.
What happens is the effect. The effect happens because of
the cause. It is a result of the cause.

Read this paragraph to find out what happened to the early
settlers and why.
In 1793, the early settlers left
England. They sailed across the
sea to Australia. They were the
first settlers from Europe to live
in Australia. They needed
to build homes there. But the
early settlers had no bricks to
build their homes. So they built
their homes out of wood.

Recognising cause and effect helps you understand
relationships in fiction and nonfiction. Science and
humanities books contain many cause and effect
relationships.
Because of erosion, shorelines change over time.

Cause (Why?)

The settlers wanted their own farms so they
travelled further inland.

Recognising Cause and Effect Book C CA10163

In
n a cause-and-effect relationship, one thing makes
he next thing happen. In a sequence, however,
the
ven though one thing happens before another,
even
he first thing doesn’t necessarily make the next
the
hing happen.
thing

No matter how it’s written, the cause (needing that
book) happened before the effect (going to the
library early).

Ask yourself, “What happened?” What happened
because the early settlers had no bricks? What did they
do? The early settlers built their homes out of wood.

I was very nervous, so I missed
free
shot.
theClue
words
can signal cause and effect. Here are some
cause-effect clue words: so, so that, since, because, if, reason
and as a result.
(Being
very nervous did
player
miss
make
Whatthe
cause-and-effect
clue word
is used in the
paragraph about early settlers? The clue word so is used
signal theshot.)
cause and effect.
theto free
Sometimes there are no clue words. You can still figure out
a cause and effect. Ask yourself what happened and why it
happened.

I bounced the ball, and then I
took the shot.
em

:

Re

er

b
did not
(Bouncing them ball
make
the player
Why something
happens is the cause. What happens
is the effect.
take the shot.)

3
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(Cause) Because I needed that book, (Effect) I went
to the library early.

To find an effect, ask what. Look for the result. Look for
something that happened because of the cause. The effect
happens after the cause.

© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education
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(Effect) I went to the library early (Cause) because
I needed that book.

Ask yourself, “Why did something happen?” Why
did the early settlers build their homes out of wood?
They built their homes out of wood because they had
no bricks.

Sequence:

They built their homes out
of wood.

In a passage, you can read a cause first or an effect
first, but in any situation, the cause always happens
first, before the effect.

To find a cause, ask why. Look for the reason that something
happened. The cause happens before the effect.

Cause and Effect:

Effect (What?)

The early settlers had
no bricks to build
their homes.

Sometimes a cause-and-effect relationship has
clue words, but sometimes it doesn’t.
Bart was really hungry, so he ate an hour early.
(clue word Clue
so) Words: “Authors often showcase text
patterns
by giving
clues
or signals to help
Bart was really
hungry
and atereaders
an hour
early.
them ﬁgure out the structure being used. . . . A
(no clue word)
signal may be a word or a phrase that helps the
reader follow the writer’s thoughts.” (Vacca &
Vacca, 2005, p. 398)

Recognising Cause and Effect Book C CA10163
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Vacca, R. T., & Vacca, J. L. (2005). Content area reading: Literacy and
learning across the curriculum (8th ed.). Boston: Pearson Education, Inc.

Definitions: “The explicitness with which
teachers teach comprehension strategies makes
a difference in learner outcomes, especially for
low-achieving students (modeling and careful
scaffolding is key).” (Abadiano & Turner,
2003, p. 76)
Abadiano, H. R., & Turner, J. (2003). The RAND report: Reading for
understanding: Toward an R&D program in reading comprehension.
New England Reading Association Journal, 39(2), 74–79.
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Reading Strategy Tips
for Teachers provides
additional support
for reading-strategy
instruction.

FOCUS covers essential reading strategies that pertain to text
structures. Learning how to understand main ideas and details has
considerable research support. Kameenui & Simmons (1998) provide an
extensive overview of main idea research: “The ability to identify main
topics, signifi cant supporting information, and interrelations among a
text’s main ideas are processes that appear central to comprehension”
(Lorch & Lorch, cited in Seidenberg, 1989; Miller & Kintsch, cited in
Seidenberg, 1989). “Textbook main idea studies suggest instruction in
techniques for locating main ideas to be valuable for improved textbook
comprehension, especially in dealing with diffi cult passages” (O’Hear &
Aikman, 1996). Warren and Fitzgerald (1997) summarize the importance
of main idea reading instruction: It is commonly believed that identifi
cation or generation of main ideas and supporting details is crucial
to making meaning while reading and to recall after reading (Hare &
Milligan, 1984; Memory, 1983). There is evidence of a clear positive
relationship between main-idea knowledge and overall understanding
from reading (Baumann, 1984; Winograd, 1984). However, many poorer
readers do not confi gure main ideas and details well (Bridge, Belmore,
Moskow, Cohen, & Matthews, 1984; Brown & Day, 1983; Winograd,
1984). Such students might profi t from help from others in identifying
and generating main ideas and details in expository text. Several
intervention approaches, such as direct instruction in getting main ideas,
have been shown to enhance fi fth graders’ through college students’
ability to get main ideas when reading (Alvermann, 1982; Armbruster,
Anderson, & Ostertag, 1987; Baumann, 1984; Bridge, Belmore, Moskow,
Cohen, & Matthews, 1984; Guri- Rozenblit, 1989; Memory, 1983; Moore
& Cunningham, 1984; Williams, 1986).
In another literature review, Kameenui & Simmons (1998, p. 255)
offer the following reasons why understanding sequence, cause
and effect, and comparing and contrasting are critical for reading
comprehension. “Student awareness of structural patterns in
expository writing (e.g., sequence, causation, comparison/contrast)
facilitated recall of not only more text information, but more theses
or main ideas” (Seidenberg, 1989). The drawing conclusions and
making inferences involve abstract inferencing reading strategies
and are more difficult to teach. “Inferencing is a natural part of
language use, usually based on children’s knowledge of the world
(Anderson & Pearson, 1984). To get children to be better able
to make inferences during reading may involve little more than
encouraging them to do so. Hansen (1981) found that increasing
the percentage of inferential questions asked during a lesson was
just as effective as a direct instruction inference training program in
improving children’s ability to answer inference questions” (Stahl,
1998, p. 44). Researchers have proven that these core reading
strategies are essential in gaining reading comprehension. FOCUS
presents the necessary learning tools and practice opportunities to
insure that students experience success in reading comprehension.

© 2009 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Self-Assessment
Lessons 6–10

2

HOW DOES RESEARCH SUPPORT THE ASSESSMENTS
FOUND IN FOCUS?

Answer these questions after you
have completed Lessons 6–10.
Before you begin, reread what you
wrote in Self-Assessment 1.

FOCUS on Recognising Cause
and Effect, Book C

Name _______________________________________________

Date _________________

1. Rate your work in Lessons 6–10. Circle your answer.

Cut along the dotted line.

successful

somewhat successful

needs improvement

2. Did any of the questions or reading passages give you trouble? ________________
If so, what kind of trouble did you have?
Answer these questions after you
__________________________________________________________________
have completed Lessons 11–15.
Before you begin, reread what you
__________________________________________________________________
wrote in Self-Assessment 2.

3

Self-Assessment
Lessons 11–15

IsFOCUS
this the same
of trouble you had
in Lessons 1–5?
onkind
Recognising
Cause

and
Book C
3. Did
you Effect,
find the questions
or reading passages easier or more difficult than those in
Lessons 1–5?
Name _______________________________________________ Date _________________
__________________________________________________________________

Why do you think this is so?
1. Rate your work in Lessons 11–15. Circle your answer.

__________________________________________________________________
successful

somewhat successful

needs improvement

__________________________________________________________________

Self-Assessment

4

Lessons 16–20

__________________________________________________________________
wrote in Self-Assessment 3.
__________________________________________________________________

FOCUS
on Recognising Cause
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
and Effect, Book C

5. What is
goalsame
for Lessons
11–15? you had in Lessons 6–10?
Is your
this the
kind of trouble

Cut along the dotted line.

Answer these questions after you
4. Did you meet the goal you set for yourself for Lessons 6–10?
2. Did any of the questions or reading passages give you trouble? ________________
have completed Lessons 16–20.
Why or why not?
If so, what kind of trouble did you have?
Before you begin, reread what you

__________________________________________________________________
Name
Date than
_________________
3. Did
you_______________________________________________
find the questions or reading passages easier or more difficult
those in
Lessons 6–10?
__________________________________________________________________
1. Rate your work in Lessons 16–20. Circle your answer.
__________________________________________________________________
© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education

Why do you
think this is so?
successful
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somewhat successful

needs improvement

__________________________________________________________________

Cut along the dotted line.

__________________________________________________________________
2. Did any of the questions or reading passages give you trouble? ________________
If so,
what
trouble
didyourself
you have?
4. Did you
meet
thekind
goalofyou
set for
for Lessons 11–15?
Why or
why not?
__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Is this the same kind of trouble you had in Lessons 11–15? ___________________
5. What
is your
16–20?
3. Did
yougoal
find for
theLessons
questions
or reading passages easier or more difficult than those in
Lessons 11–15?
__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Why do you think this is so?

__________________________________________________________________
Recognising Cause
and Effect Book C CA10163
50
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__________________________________________________________________
4. Did you meet the goal you set for yourself for Lessons 16–20? ________________
Why or why not?

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

5

Self-Assessment
Lessons 1–20

© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education

FOCUS on Recognising Cause
and Effect, Book C

Complete this page after you have
finished Lessons 1–20.
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Name _______________________________________________

Student Self-Assessment

Date _________________

1. Rate your work in Lessons 1–20. Circle your answer.
successful

somewhat successful

needs improvement

2. Complete this sentence. I did well in this book because

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Cut along the dotted line.

__________________________________________________________________

3. Complete this sentence. I could have done even better in this book if

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Recognising Cause and Effect Book C CA10163
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Students gain reading
confidence and
motivation to succeed
through self-monitoring.

Tracking Chart

After you have completed each lesson,
write the date on the chart. After the
questions have been corrected, fill in the
number that you answered correctly.
When you have finished a group of five
lessons, complete the Self-Assessment.

FOCUS on Recognising Cause
and Effect, Book C

Name __________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Cut along the dotted line.

Lesson

Date
Completed

Questions
Correct

Lesson

Date
Completed

Questions
Correct

1

/5

11

/5

2

/5

12

/5

3

/5

13

/5

4

/5

14

/5

5

/5

15

Now complete Self-Assessment 1 on page 48.

Lesson

Date
Completed

/5

Lesson

Date
Completed

Questions
Correct

6

/5

16

/5

7

/5

17

/5

8

/5

18

/5

9

/5

19

/5

10

/5

20

/5

© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education

Student self-assessment is not only a motivational tool but also
one that encourages students to take on more responsibility for
their learning. Giving students more control over their learning is an
empowering instructional tool. “Students need to play a role in the
assessment of their own literacy products and processes” (Vacca
& Vacca, 2005, p. 49). Once students are actively engaged in their
learning, their self-efficacy is boosted. “When made explicit to the
student, the realization of increased skill should increase efficacy
for future reading tasks. This realization by the student that one is
becoming a better reader could begin a positive motivational cycle
where increases in reading efficacy would lead to increases in reading
activity and the reading of more difficult material, which would further
develop reading skill” (Quirk & Schwanenflugel, 2004, p. 8). The
Self-Assessments and Tracking Chart are designed to give students
immediate feedback on their performance. The Tracking Chart is a
visual tool students can use to discuss their progress with the teacher.
The Self-Assessments bring in self-regulation and monitoring. The SelfAssessment questions make students’ thoughts explicit to themselves so
that they may make conscious decisions about their learning progress.

Now complete Self-Assessment 3 on page 50.

Questions
Correct

Now complete Self-Assessment 2 on page 49.

FOCUS is a flexible instructional classroom tool to use because
of the formative assessments teachers use in the series: student
self-assessment and teacher assessment through conferencing, as
well as selected and constructed assessments. Research supports
the use of these types of assessments because they are significant
in increasing a student’s self-efficacy. According to Bandura (1986),
self-efficacy is “people’s judgement of their abilities to organize and
execute courses of action required to attain designated types of
performance” (p. 391). When a student’s self-efficacy is raised, so is
his or her willingness to engage in that activity. Both struggling and
on-level readers benefit from increased self-efficacy.

Now complete Self-Assessment 4 on page 51.
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Tracking Chart

Teacher Assessments through Teacher Conferencing

Teachers are encouraged to meet and discuss with students their
progress as they proceed through a FOCUS book. Students use their
Self-Assessments as a guidepost for their learning, which they may
use as a point of discussion with their teacher. Schunk (1991) points
out “ . . . perhaps the most efficient way for supplemental programs
to address reading efficacy issues would be to incorporate a few
minutes each day (for small group formats) or each week (for one-onone programs) where the teacher meets with students individually
to discuss progress toward self-set reading goals, including specific
examples of observable increases in reading skill.
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(See Teacher Assessment 1
on page 6 of this teacher guide.)

Teacher Assessment 1
Student’s Name: __________________________

Teacher’s Name: ____________________________

Group 1: Lessons 1–5

Number Correct Responses

Percentage Correct Responses

Lesson 1

/5

%

Lesson 2

/5

%

Lesson 3

/5

%

Lesson 4

/5

%

Lesson 5

/5

Group 1 Total

/25

%

Group 2: Lessons 6–10

Number Correct Responses

Percentage Correct Responses

%

Lesson 6

/5

%

Lesson 7

/5

%

/5

%

Lesson 8
Lesson 9

/5

%

Lesson 10

/5

Group 2 Total

/25

%

Group 3: Lessons 11–15

Number Correct Responses

Percentage Correct Responses

Lesson 11

/5

%

Lesson 12

/5

%

Lesson 13
Lesson 14

%

/5

%

/5

%

L
Lesson
15

/5

Group 3 Total

/25

Group 4: Lessons 16–20

Number Correct Responses

Lesson 16

/5

Lesson 17

/5

Teacher Assessment 2

%
%

Percentage Correct
Responses
(See Teacher
Assessment 2

on% page 7 of this teacher guide.)

These discussions would make students more aware of individual
progress toward their reading goals and support a growing belief
that with effort they are capable of improving.” Through FOCUS,
students engage in several types of assessments. Along with
teacher interaction and guidance, these assessments foster positive
results for students in terms of personal fulfillment and academic
achievement.

%

Student’s Name: ________________________________________________________________________

Lesson 18

/5

Lesson 19

%

/5

%

Teacher’s Name: ________________________________________________________________________

Lesson 20

/5

Group 4 Total

/25

%

Whole Book Total

Number Correct Responses
/100

Percentage Correct Responses
%

%
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Selected-Response and Constructed-Response Questioning
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Number Correct Responses

5
4
3
2
1
0
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

{
{
{
{

1

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Lessons

Class or Group Performance Graph

(See Class or Group Performance Graph
on page 7 of this teacher guide.)

100
95
90
85
80
75
70

15
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W EDUCATION

FOCUSS BOOK
K C TEACHER
R GUIDE
E CA101639

Number Correct Responses

65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5

Student’s Name

Teacher’s Name
__________________

0

17
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Teacher Assessments
Students benefit from
teacher interaction as
they progress through the
FOCUS program.

FOCUS is a reading-practice series that incorporates question
formats that reflect those found on national and state standardized
tests. The practice of answering questions in a testing format
bridges a testing gap students may have. By providing practice
with test-question formats, FOCUS may reduce test anxiety in
students. “Students of all levels of academic achievement and
intellectual abilities can be affected by test anxiety (Sarason,
Davidson, Lighthall, Waite, & Ruebush, 1960)” (Supon, 2004, p.
292). Supon and other researchers suggest that one method of
alleviating test anxiety is to provide practice with test-question
formats. With practice, students become comfortable with the
question formats that are connected with high-stakes testing. This
is significant because “cognitive test anxiety exerts a significant
stable and negative impact on academic performance measures”
(Cassady & Johnson, 2002, p. 294). FOCUS provides students with
the opportunity not only to master each reading strategy but also to
overcome any testing anxiety they may have.

SUMMARY

Answer these questions about the article.

1. Why does a magnet pick up
paperclips?
훽 Paperclips are small.
훾 Paperclips have iron in them.
훿 Paperclips don’t weigh much.

3. If you put the south pole of a second
magnet near the south pole of a
free-swinging magnet,
훽 the free-swinging magnet swings away.
훾 nothing happens.

 Magnets are strong.

2. Which clue word or words signal the
reason why paperclips stick to any
magnet that comes near them?
훽
훾
훿


훿 the free-swinging magnet settles down.
 the magnets stick together.

4. The boxes tell what happens when you
put two magnets near one another.
Cause

Effect
The two magnets
cling together.

so that
if
because
since

What belongs in the empty box?
훽 Pull the N ends of two magnets apart.
훾 Put the S ends of two magnets near

each other.
훿 Put the two magnets side-by-side.
 Put the S end of one magnet near

the N end of the other.

5. Answer the question that begins the experiment: What happens when
you push two magnets near each other? Use a clue word.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Selected-Response and
Constructed-Response
Questioning

FOCUS is a reading-strategy practice series that aids all
students, including struggling readers, to achieve reading
comprehension success. Mastery of core reading strategies
is a difficult task to fulfill because in doing so, students must
learn to identify abstract, often invisible, text structures in reading
passages. FOCUS makes reading comprehension attainable by
providing concrete tools for students to use in identifying abstract
text structures. With repeated practice and exposure to fiction and
nonfiction genres, students become automatic in their ability to use
the reading strategy to identify the structure of a reading selection.
FOCUS is grounded in well-researched teaching and learning
strategies, which means that teachers will engage their students
with an educationally sound reading-practice program.

© 2009 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Order Form: Focus on Reading
Understanding Main Idea and Details
Book

Student Books
Price
Item #
(Pack of 5)

Qty

Teacher Guides
Price
Item #
Qty
(each)

Drawing Conclusions and Making Inferences
Book

Student Books
Price
Item #
(Pack of 5)

Teacher Guides
Price
Item #
Qty
(each)

Qty

A

CA10151

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101519

$9.95

A

CA10146

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101469

$9.95

B

CA10152

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101529

$9.95

B

CA10147

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101479

$9.95

C

CA10153

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101539

$9.95

C

CA10148

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101489

$9.95

D

CA10154

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101549

$9.95

D

CA10149

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101499

$9.95

E

CA10155

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101559

$9.95

E

CA10150

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101509

$9.95

F

CA10266

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102669

$9.95

F

CA10263

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102639

$9.95

G

CA10267

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102679

$9.95

G

CA10264

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102649

$9.95

H

CA10268

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102689

$9.95

H

CA10265

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102659

$9.95

Understanding Sequence
Book

Student Books
Price
Item #
(Pack of 5)

Qty

A

CA10166

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101669

$9.95

B

CA10167

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101679

$9.95

C

CA10168

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101689

$9.95

D

CA10169

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101699

$9.95

E

CA10170

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101709

$9.95

F

CA10275

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102759

$9.95

G

CA10276

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102769

$9.95

H

CA10277

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102779

$9.95

Recognising Cause and Effect
Book

Student Books
Price
Item #
(Pack of 5)

Qty

Teacher Guides
Price
Item #
Qty
(each)

A

CA10161

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101619

$9.95

B

CA10162

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101629

$9.95

C

CA10163

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101639

$9.95

D

CA10164

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101649

$9.95

E

CA10165

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101659

$9.95

F

CA10272

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102729

$9.95

G

CA10273

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102739

$9.95

H

CA10274

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102749

$9.95

Book

Qty

Year/Reading Level Collections include:
One pack of 5 Student Books and one Teacher Guide for each of the
6 strategy titles in your chosen level (A-H) Total of 30 Student Books
and 6 Teacher Guides $225.00

Book
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Item #
CA10377
CA10378
CA10379
CA10380
CA10381
CA10382
CA10383
CA10384

Price

Qty

$225.00
$225.00
$225.00
$225.00
$225.00
$225.00
$225.00
$225.00

MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR FOCUS SERIES – CD
Save time and effort with the optional Management System CD
for the FOCUS Series. As students progress through the series, the
teacher: • creates reports by list and by graph of performance and
progress • reports progress for individual students and the entire
class • uses reports to communicate with parents

Item #
CA0485

Price

Qty

$29.95

TOTAL (plus freight) $
Attention .......................................................... Order Number ................
Name of School ........................................................................................

Comparing and Contrasting
Student Books
Price
Item #
(Pack of 5)

FOCUS COLLECTION – SAVE 10%

Teacher Guides
Price
Item #
Qty
(each)

Teacher Guides
Price
Item #
Qty
(each)

Address ....................................................................................................
...................................................... State ....................P/Code ................

A

CA10141

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101419

$9.95

Country ...................................................................................................

B

CA10142

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101429

$9.95

C

CA10143

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101439

$9.95

Email: ......................................................................................................

D

CA10144

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101449

$9.95

E

CA10145

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101459

$9.95

F

CA10260

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102609

$9.95

G

CA10261

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102619

$9.95

H

CA10262

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102629

$9.95

Making Predictions
Book

Student Books
Price
Item #
(Pack of 5)

Qty

Teacher Guides
Price
Item #
Qty
(each)

A

CA10156

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101569

$9.95

B

CA10157

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101579

$9.95

C

CA10158

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101589

$9.95

D

CA10159

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101599

$9.95

E

CA10160

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA101609

$9.95

F

CA10269

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102699

$9.95

G

CA10270

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102709

$9.95

H

CA10271

$29.95 (Pack of 5)

CA102719

$9.95

Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education
about future workshops, conferences and the latest publications.

Terms of Trade
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount
into New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by cheque or credit card in
New Zealand dollars ($NZD).
• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difﬁcult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection,
please visit our website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most
titles will give you the option to view the ﬁrst few pages of the book. Click ‘View
Contents’ on your selected book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements
we will accept undamaged returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for ﬁrm
sale only and will not be sent on approval. Please be aware that delivery and
return postage is the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery
charge of $9.50 within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia
Phone: +61 3 8558 2444 • Fax: +61 3 8558 2400
Toll-Free Phone: 1800 334 603 • Fax: 1800 150 445
Website: http://www.hbe.com.au
ABN: 70 495 007 372
Email: orders@hbe.com.au
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To Contact our Sales Rep
VIC contact reception on
Toll Free Ph: 1800 334 603 or
reception@hbe.com.au
NSW contact Judy Morrissey on
0414 424 160 or nsw1@hbe.com.au
QLD contact Karen Hofmann on
0439 889 190 or qld1@hbe.com.au

